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ABSTRACT 

Copper introduced into met-myoglobin crystals 

occupies various sites as indicated by EPR parameters. 

Cu2+(A) is probably liganded to histidine A10, lysine A14 

and asparagine GH4 (Banaszak, 1965) and shows super-hyperfine 

interaction with a single (imidazole) nitrogen. Cu2+(B) 

and Cu2+(C) correspond to other anisotropic sites described 

with lesser details. Cu2+(A) exhibits a transition to an 

isotropic form with a transition temperature of 40.5°C. 

This transition is indicative of a conformational change 

in myoglobin and could correspond to a motion of A helix 

away from the 6H section. The transition temperature is 

7°C higher than the previously reported (Atanasov, 1971) 

one for myoglobin in solution. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The use of paramagnetic nitroxide spin labels 

has become very extended in the last years. They have 

Shown their usefulness by providing a substancial amount of 

information particularly about static and dynamic behavior 

of proteins and lipids (membranes) . Their use is however 

limited to cases where their introduction produces no 

appreciable perturbation of the biological system. 

Other possible paramagnetic labels involve ions 

such as Cu2+, Mn2+ etc. They have been used much less 

extensively until now (Tore Vãnngard, 1972; Chiang et al., 

1975; Armbrecht et al., 1976). The present work is 

concerned with a study of Cu2+ ions bound to met-myoglobin 

crystals. This system has been select for various reasons: 

1. Myoglobin structure is well known from X-ray 

studies (Xendrew et al., 1961); 

2. The exact location of Cu2+ ion in Copper doped 

myoglobin is also known from X-ray studies (Banaszak et al., 

1965); 

3. EPR studies of Cu-Mb complex in solution has 

been reported (Gurd et al., 1967). It has been therefore 

expected that single crystal studies of Copper doped myoglo

bin will provide information of structural interest. The 

principal result of this work has to do with observation of 

conformational changes in met-Hb occurring at physiological 

temperatures. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

Myoglobin Crystals and Copper Doping 

Myoglobin crystals were grown fro» lyophylised 

met-myoglobin (sperm whale skeletal muscle, Sigma Chemical 

Co.) following Kendrew and Parrish (1956). Typical 

crystals: l a m * 1 mm * 0.15 «en and with an EPR ratio of 

signal to noise (for both Cu2+ and Pe3+) at liquid nitrogen 

temperatures of 25, were obtained. 

Crystals were doped with Cu2+ by Iwwrsion in a 

saturated equinolar solution of ammonium sulfate and copper 

sulfate. The efficiency of doping is greatly temperature 

dependent. At temperatures below 35°C and above 45 C the 

EPR - Cu2+ spectra consist of superposed isotropic (powder) 

and anisotropic spectra. In order to obtain only the 

anisotropic EPR spectrum the optimum temperature is about 

40°C. The doping curve as a function of time is shown in 

Fig. 1. After 30 minutes at 40°C the powder spectrum also 

appears. 

Measurements 

A Varian X-band, v-4502 spectrometer, with V-3400 

magnet and V-4533 cylindrical cavity was used. The signals 

were recorded with a XY-7005 B Hewlett-Packard recorder and 

the microwave frequency wa3 measured with 5245 M and 

5257 A Hewlett-Packard meters. The magnetic field was 

calibrated with a Cr3+: MgO (Lunsford, 1967) g - marker 

(g • 1.9797 + 0.0002). 
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The thermal treatment of the myoglobin crystals 

was made with a temperature controlled heater (Model 5301 E, 

Artronix). The temperature was changed at a rate of 

0.41°/min. Fe3+ EPR signal of met-myoglobin was used to 

orient the crystals. 

RESULTS 

EPR Results 

Cu2+ in single crystal met-myoglobin gives rise 

to three types of anisotropic spectra. The predominant 

one, Cu2+(A), has axial symmetry and its magnetic parameters 

are given in Table 1 (Nascimento et ai., 1975). Cu2+(A) 

spectrum corresponds to a single Cu ion per each of the two 

myoglobin molecules of the unit cell and is assumed to be 

the same one as reported by Banaszak and co-workers (1965) 

through X-ray determination (Fig. 2). 

The second Cu ion (Cu2+(B)) was observed in the 

ab plane. The intensity of the absorption lines was at most 

only about 1:3 of the Cu2+(A) lines. The kinetics of the 

production of this center by the doping process could not 

be properly controlled. Due to superposition with Cu2+(A) 

spectrum the angular variation was only incompletely deter

mined (see Fig. 3). Cu2+(B) spectrum has the following 

characteristics t 
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1. Only on set of four lines is observed in the 

ab -plane. 

2. The principal axes of the g and A* tensors 

(assuming axial symmetry) are the sane as the crystalline 

axes - the parallel direction coincides with a axis» and 

the perpendicular with b axis. 

3 . g , j [Cu 2 + (B) ] > o^tCn'+UO] 

AjjECu^iB)] < Aj,[Cu2+(A)] 

4. There is no superhyperfine nitrogen spectrum 

associated with Cu(B). 

The third Cu2+ spectrum, Cu2+(C), was observed in 

ac* plane superposed on the Cu2+ (A) spectrum (see Fig. 4). 

The symmetries of these two centers are however quite 

different. The kinetics of its production were also 

difficult to control, but it appeared in general at 

amplitudes smaller than Cu2+(A). Its characteristics are 

as follow: 

1. Only one set of four hyperfine lines is 

observed in the ac* plane. 

2. The principal axes of the g and Ã tensors in 

the ac* plane are shifted by 9° with respect to the crystal

line axes. The perpendicular axis is at 9° to the a axis 

and the parallel axis at 9° to the c* axis. 

3. g,, [Cu2+ -A) ] > gjj CCu2+ (C) 3 

A,! CCu2+(C) ] <Aj|[Cu
2+(A)3 

gx and A^ are comparable to Cu
2+(A) parameters. 

4. No sypsrhyperfine interaction was observed with 

:rogen Uganda. 



Thermal Variation of Cu2+(A};Hb Spsctrum 

Once formed the Cu2+(A) ion can bs preserved in 

the crystal at 0°C. At 25°C its anisotropic spectrum 

evolves toward an isotropic ons in about 2 days. Me have 

therefore studied the kinetics of this process. The 

temperature variation was linear, at £. rate of 0.41°C/minute. 

Figure 5 shows the EPR spectra at temperatures of 35.4 C 

and 43.€°C. These two spectra correspond to Cu2+(A) and 

the isotropic Cu2+ species, respectively. In Figure 6 we 

plot the intensity of Cu2+(A) signal as a function of 

temperature. 

Assuming that the observed transitions are quasi-

static and that AS is independent of temperature, we obtain 

the following parameters 

AH « 83 + / kcai/moi 

AS « 264 + 22 calAx>l0i; 

Tm - (40.5° + 0.5°)C 

The Cu2+ powder spectrum parameters are included 

in Table 1. 

DISCUSSION 

Copper can occupy various sites in the myoglobin 

crystal. One of those, Cu2+(A), corresponds to the 

dominating species and corresponds probably to the one 
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described by Banaszak (1965). particularly because of the 

superhyperfine interaction with a single nitrogen which 

could correspond to the histidine A-10 imidazole nitrogen. 

The previously obtained EPR results on Cu:Mb complexes 

in solution do not correspond to the Co(A) parameters 

indicating that the delicate equilibrium between two states 

of this copper can easily be shifted in the direction of 

the isotropic one which probably corresponds to the one 

observed by Gurd (1967) and by Wander ley (197S). This is 

substantiated by the similarity between the g values 

obtained by Gurd (1967) and Wanderley (1975) and those of 

the isotropic Cu site in this investigation which results 

from thermal transition in the crystal. 

lie can associate the observed transition from 

the low temperature anisotropic to the high temperature 

isotropic Cu spectra with a conformational change in the 

molecule itself. At higher temperature the A helix 

separates for the GH section (Pig. 2) and Cu2+(A) while it 

continues to be bound to nitrogen of the histidine, weakens 

its connection to lysine A14 and to asparagine GH4 (Fig. 7). 

It may then become possible for the imidazole ring to 

rotate about the A helix, justifying the isotropic spectrum 

of Cu2+ and the modified magnetic parameters. 

The two conformational isomers have been 

previously detected both in Mb and Hb in solution 

(Atanasov, 1971). Our results give a transition temperature 

7°C higher than the samples in solution (Fig. 8). 

The range of temperature in which this transi-
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tion is observed is smaller in the crystalline state with 

the consequent increase of the change in enthalpy (S3 vs 

SO kcal/sol). These results point to the possibility of 

a slight alteration in the structure of the molecule in the 

crystalline fore as compared to the solution» with the 

crystal preserving the low temperature conformation to 

higher t •filatures. Such slight differences have been 

already suggested in the spin label investigation of 

Mc Cornell etal. (1969) and in infrared msasiaemsnts 

(Brumberger and Cheng, 1974). This slight difference does 

not invalidate the extrapolation of the X-ray results ob

tained in single crystals to the molecules in solution. 

Finally we see that drying of the crystal affects 

Cu2+ parameters quite strongly (table 1). This implies a 

global conformational change in the molecule which goes 

beyond the changes of the spin state of the Fe2+ as 

indicated by Mossbauer (Trautwein et «1., 1970) and EPR 

experiments (Yonetani andSchleyer, 1967). 
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TABLE CAPTION 

Table 1. EPR parameters of Cu2+ in myoglobin in different 

conditions. 

1 - Gurd et il. (1967) 

2 - Wanderley et al. (1975) 

3 - Nascimento et al. (1975). 



FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1. Cu2+ siqnals amplitude as a measure of doping as 

a function of time. The amplitudes were measured 

in comparison with a standard. 

Fiaure 2. Cu?+ and Zn2+ sites in met-myoglobin as determined 

by X-rays (Banas2ak et al. 1965). 

Figure 3. Angular variation of EPR spectra of Cu2+:Mb in 

ab plane of the single crystal. Cu2+(A) was 

reported by Nascimento et al. (1975). 

Figure 4. Angular variation of EPR spectra of Cu2+:Mb in 

ac* plane of the single crystal. 

Figure 5. Variations of the EPR spectra of Cu2+(A) as a 

function of the sample temperature. 

Figure 6. Intensity variation of the anisotropic EPR siqnal 

of Cu2+(A):Mb with temperature. Continuous line-

represents the best fit. 

Figure 7. A model of chelation of the Cu2+(A) ion in the 

myoglobin crystal. 

Figure 8. Comparison between thermal variation of trie KPR 

signal intensity in single crystal (fig. 6) with 

previous results in solutions (Atanasov 1971) 

• - partial pressure of 02 at half saturation, 

0 - rate of spin lattice relaxation of water 

protons, 

A - rotational correlation time of iminoxil spin 

labels, 

o - present results (single crystal). 



TABLE 1 

Cu2+:Mb Complex g., 

pH 6.0 2.273 
Solution1 

pH 10.4 2.186 

Solution2 pH 6.0 2.289 

Crystal at 2.289 

55°C ±0.003 

Dried crystal 2.270 

±0.003 

A n i s o t r o p i c 3 2 . 3 2 8 

Spectrun: Cu2+(A) + 0 . 0 0 2 

g^ A. (gauss ) Ax ( g a u s s ) 

2 . 0 5 4 1«5 

2 . 0 4 6 190 

2 . 0 5 6 159 4 

2 . 0 6 2 152 t 4 10 4 4 

0 . 0 0 3 

2 . 0 6 2 161 ± 4 1 0 + 4 

± 0 . 0 0 3 

2 . 0 6 9 1 6 2 + 3 2 0 + 3 

+ 0 . 0 0 2 
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